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The role of indentation geometry in ramp - flat thrust 
orogenic systems. An analogue model interpretation 
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ABSTRACT 
In order to understand the mechanism of the thrust's and backthrust's creation i.e. when do they appear, 

when and why they seize functioning and what influences their number, we used an analogue model which 
is near to Merle and Abidi's 1995 model but it emphasizes on the formations which are provoked only by 
compressing brittle material, analogue to the upper (sedimentary) brittle part of the earth's crust. 

Our principal intention was to investigate the role of two specific factors during the compression of 
our analogue model i.e. how those factors influence the creation of thrusts and backthrusts: a) angle of 
the rigid ramp, and b) thickness of the sand pack. 

We conclude that the thickness of the sand pack is anegative factor as far as it concerns the creation 
of an effective indent. Models with thinner initial sand layering present more back thrusts on the rigid ramp 
while those with thicker initial sand layering present more backthrusts near to the rear wall. Models with 
a=30'1 present more backthrusts than the other experiments show with the same d, but different a . 

nEPll\HlIJH 
HolaoLKao[a lll<; OpOyEvEOTl<; ElVOL ana TL<; nMov nOAUMoKE<; TEKTOVlKE<; oLEpyaolE<;. Mla OTl~avH

Kh olaoLKaoia KQTU lllV OpOyEvEOTl elval II avumu~'l ~wvwv muxwoewv KOl enw8hoewv ~e ou~uYn 

Aemw~eva KQL av6.OlpoqJa phy~ma MCUpLKW<; ~paxuvo~eva novw OE Eva pflY~a anoKoMllOJ1<; (detach
ment fault). nOHE<; ~wve<; muxwoewv KaL ww8hoewv eivOlllnElpWTlKO nepl8wpLa, onou Ta npo<; III 
8uAaooa eKwvo~eva neTpW~alO TJ1<; L~'l~aTOyevou<; o<phva<; mUXW8'lKaV KaL enw8h811Kav novw OlO 
KpmoyevE<;. 'Eva<; noM a~!omOlo<; Tpono<; Yla lllV Epcuva auTh<; TJ1<; oLaolKaoia<; e[vQL avanapoOlaOJ1 
KaL ~eMTJ1111<; ~E qJUOLKO avaAoYLKo npoTuna (physical analague models). 

LTJ1V epyao[a auTh Ta aVaAayLKo ~oVTEAa OIl~LouPYh811Kav ~Eoa oe neLpa~aTLKh OLOm~'l Plexiglass ~E 

OLaOlooeL<; : a) 95cm x7cmx 1em KQL~) 9.5cm x7emx 19cm. Ta ~oVTEAa anoTeAOUVTQL ana "na8J1TLKO" 
Olpw~ma awou oLa<popeHKwv xpw~aTwv oe opL~6VTla olpwOTl. Ho~~o<; npooo~oLa~eL OlO 8pauOLyevE<; 
T~h~a TOU qJAOLOU, napouOLo~oVTa<; ~e lKaVOnOLIlTlKn npootyyLOJ1 Tl<; [oLe<; qJUOlKt<; {OLOlllTe<; ~e aUTO. H 
nelpa~aTlKn OlOTa~'l anOTeAoUVTav ano Tp(a OlaooXIKO Wlneoa: Eva OPL~OVTLO ~aOLKo wineoo, tva em
KALVE<; KQL Eva oeuTepo OPl~OVTlO w(neoo (flat-ramp-flat). LTO niOW ~EPO<; lOU ~aOLKou emneoou unnpxe 
Eva E~~OAO lOU ono(ou II Ola8epli<; TaXUTJ1TO<; Ki"llOJ1 (moter) npOKaAOUOe TJ1V napa~apqJwOTllll<; a~~ou. 

HmxulllTa lll<; KI"llOJ1<; TOU e~~oAou nmv Ola8epn Yla OAa TO ~oVTEAa. OL napo~eTpOL nou <W.a~av nTav 
TO naxo<; lll<; 6.wou d (d= 1-1.gem) Kalil ywvla TOU KeKAL~EVOU wmEoou a(a=15°-300-45°). 

napalllPnElllKe on a~Eow<; ~eT6.111v Evap~'llll<; Ou~nleOJ1<;, II npwTJ1 oo~n nou OIl~louPYhElllKe oe 
oAa Ta ~ovTEAa Jimv ~La "YWVLWOll<; muxn aVUlj!wOJ1<;" Ii nOAUKALvJi<; n "~QLaVOpLKnn muxli (box fold) 
anoTeAOU~e"ll ano tva e!lnpooElLo KA6.00 (fore-kink) KQL TOV ou~uYn TOU onl08lo KA6.00 (back-kink), 
KOVTO olOv niow Klvou~evo TOlXW~Q. Hoo~n auTJi napauOLaOTJ1Ke KQL OTJ1v nep[mwo'l ~e ~lKpoTepo 

nooo010 ou~n(£OIl<; Ola ~ovTEAa ~E ~cyaAuTepo naxo<; O1PW~QTO<; O~~OU. AnooeixElllKe yeW!leTpLKO 
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on 11 Ol1~{Qupyio lll~ 00~I1~ oull'J~ OU~~OiV8t 08 OUYK8KPt~EVl1 On00100l1 ono TOV niow Ko88TO Toixw~o 

(01088pO TE~OXO~), WOT811W[(paV8laKI18~(jlOVtOl1 TOU npwTou back-kink vo QnEX8l ana aUTov 0.5cm. 
HOl1!.lloupyio w~ npwlll~ 00~I1~ ~lQ~ "~QlaVOpIKI1~" mUXI1~ K08w~ KQll1 1OXUT8P118~(jlOVI0I1 TfJ~ 010 
~ovTtAa 118 ~8yaAuT8po noxo~ e~l1yei101 ono TfJv avaAoYLa k (Smoluchowski number) ~opunKwv npo~ 

nAwplKwV ouv6~ewv, naipvovTO~ unoljJl1 TI~ ouv6~el~ TPl~f)~ (k=Fg / Fp). 
LTo ~ovTEAa ~e d= 1cm 11 Ol1~loupy(a TfJ~ npwTfJ~ oo~f)~ OKOAou80UVTQV Qno TfJv 8~(jldvlOl1 ~lO~ 

o8uTePfl~ "~CllavopIKf)~" mUXf)~ KOTW and TfJv npwTfJ npOKaAWVTQ~ avuljJwOl1 TfJ~ o~~woou~ o(jlf)vo~ 

(sand wedge). LTO ~ovTtAO 6nou d=1.9cm 11 npwTfJ ~QlaVOplK1'\ nTUx1'\ oev OKOAOu88LTQl ano ~lO 

oeuT8pfl a/.AO ana TfJv 8~(jlOVt0l18VO~ 2°u back-kink OTO 0l1~8LO onou OPXlKO TO 1° 8ixe 8~(jlOVl018L LlllV 
n8pLnTwOl1 oull'J, 11 OU~flOl1 TfJ~ Fg ~tow TOU ~6pou~ TfJ~ d~~ou, aKoAou8eL TO oUOTTl~O 010 va «otaM
~el» vo ~8TaKlvf]081 ~lKpOTepl1 ~d<a (Ofl~lOupyio back-kink KQlOXI box-fold). EKTo~ TOU dTfJV napo~op
(jlwOl1 TOU ~ovTtAOU WflP80<el Kalil ywvlO TfJ~ KeKAl~tvn~ p6~na~ a. LTa ~OVTtAO onou 11 anTOV 15 

0 

1'\ 
45° KQl d= 1cm napmflP1'\8l1K8 11 8~(jl6vlOl1 ~la~ evepyou 8nlKAlVOU~ (effective ramp) nou 8LX8111 ~OP(jlf) 

evepyou "oMvTWOl1~" (effective indenter). Hnpoovo(jlep6~eVTl 00~1'\ oev eve(jlavlo811 oUTe O1a ~OVTEAQ 

dnou d= 1cm KQl a=30° (11 ywv[a 8owTeptKf)~ TPl~1'\~ lll~ XPI1Ol~OnOlou~evn~ d~~ou e(vm300) OUT8 KQl 
oe 8K8lva onou d= 1.9cm. Lu~nepao~onK6 TO ndxo~ TOU OTPW~QTO~ TfJ~ a~~ou anoTeAe[ aPvnnKo 
napaYOVTa Yla Trj OI1~loupy(a evepyou 8nlKAIVOU~ (effective ramp). napalllPn8l1K8 aKo~fl on Ta ~OVTt
AQ ~e ~lKp6Tepo n6xo~ d~~ou (d) napouol6<ouv neploo6Tepou~ on(08lou~ KMoou~ (back-kinks) 011
~lOupyou~eva ndvw OTTlv KeKAI~Evn fJ OTTlv evepYTl pd~na 8VW Ta ~oVTtAa ~e ~eyaAuTepo de~(jlavL<ouv 

neploooTepou~ onlo8lou~ KAaoou~ (back-kinks) KOVTQ 010V Klvou~evo om088v TQ[Xo TEAO~ TO \lOVTE· 
Aa onou a=300 e\l(jlov[<ouv neploooTepou~ on(08lou~ KMoou~ (back-kinks) n6vw OTTlv KeKAl~tvfl 1'\ 
OTrjv evepyf] pd~no an' an 10 dAAa ~oVTtAa nou EXOUV TO LOtO daMQ OtQ(jlOpWKO a. 

Introduction a) the influence of the rigid ramp angle to the 
Orogenesis, a Greek term for the building of mechanics of the internal deformation of the fore 

mountains, is one of the most complex tectonic pro and back kinks which evolve to thrust sheets, and 
cesses known to Geoscientists. To field geologists b) the role the sand pack thickness in the cre
the term orogeny represents the penetrative defor ation and evolution of the above mentioned struc
mation of the earth's crust associated with phases tures. 
of metamorphism and igneous activity along re This investigation will be limited to purely brittle
 
stricted, commonly linear zones and within a lim systems.
 
~ed time interval (Dennis 1967, Burg and Ford, 1997).
 

2. Analogue modelsAn important process, in orogenesis, is the 
2. 1Model construction and deformationdevelopment of fold and thrust belts with conju
Our experiments were performed at the tectonicgate imbricated reverse faults laterally shortened 

laboratory of the Department of Geology, Aristotleabove a"decollement" or detachment fault (Keller 
University of Thessaloniki. The type of models thatand Pinter, 1996). These reverse faults or back 
have been investigated were of purely frictional mathrusts accommodate the shortening and serially 
terial which represent the brittle part of the crust.propagate forward along adecollement. 

The models were built in aPlexiglas squeeze-boxInthis study our princ ipal intention is to inves
w~h dimensions a) 9.5 cm x7 cm x1cm and b) 9.5tigate the geometry of fore-kinks and back-kinks 
cm x7 cm x1.9 cm The models have been investiat ramp angles varying from 15 to 60 degrees dur
gated according to their vertical height which was: a)ing compression using Merle and Abidi 1995 ex
1cm and b) 1,9 cm .The models consisted of passiveperimental set up. 
sand layers of different colour') which sedimenled,The questions to be addressed are: 
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Fig.1 

horizontally. The role ofthe colour layers was to visu
alize the internal deformation pattern in the model. 

The apparatus comprised a fixed floor plate 
representing the basal flat and a dipping ramp of 
15 - 30 - 45· in front of the flat (fig.1). Forward 
advance of a rear wall provides the convergence 
and hence the shortening of the sand pack The 
rear wall was driven by an electric motor, at a 
constant rate of convergence of 1.25cm h·1. 

All models were deformed from 20%,40% and 
up to 60% bulk shortening (%b.s.).Top view photo
graphs were taken at constant time intervals dur
ing deformation. 

2.2 Model materials 
Pure quartz sand with particle diameters less 

than 0.246 mm was used in all models. 
The sand is a Morh-Coulomb material with a 

mean density Pb = 1300 kg/m3 which simulates 
the brittle behavior of sedimentary rocks. In labo
ratory tests this material shows an angle of inter
nal friction rp = 30·, acoefficient of friction IJ?= 

0.6 internal and acohesion c = 105 Pa 
2.3 Scaling of the models 
The models are broadly scaled in away that 1 

em in the model represents approximately 10 -15 
km in nature. The models were focused on the 
deformation of the brittle upper crust decoupled 
from the lower ductile crust above adetachment 
represented by the Plexiglas floor of the squeeze
box. The velocity of the displacement, for Mohr
Coulomb materials, such as sand, which have a 
yield envelope essentially independent of strain 

rate, needs not to be scaled precisely. 
The calculation of the velocity relationship be

tween model and nature was based on Merle and 
Abidi, 1995. So, forv

m
=1.23 cm/h, the velocity of 

the piston in the experiments, corresponds to v" 
= 1.78mm/y in nature. This value is comparable to 
that observed in natural thrust systems (Bonini et 
al. 2000 and references therein). 

2.4 Umitations 
Increase in vertical loading would normally re

sult in isostatic adjustment and depression of the 
thrust plane. This factor was not taken into account. 

The models were designed to focus on the 
brittle deformation of the upper crust and took no 
account of any ductile strain within the nappe pile. 
Temperature variations have not been considered 
either. 

The moving wall that compressed the model 
was rigid and could not deform as the stronger 
plate might deform in nature. The models did not 
include the effects of erosion and sedimentation, 
only gravity spreading of the rising pile 

3. Results 
3. 1Division of the experimental results 
The experiments were divided into 6 groups. 

Every experiment of which belongs to the same 
group follows the same set up by keeping constant 
the following parameters, a) thickness of sand lay
ers (d) b) length and width of the Plexiglas box, and 
c) dip of rigid ramp{a). The only parameter that we 
change is the percentage of bulk shortening. 
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Table A 

Sand layer thickness (d): 1cm i.gcm 

Compression (%b.s.) 

Degrees (3°) 20 40 60 20 40 60 

15 1st group Exp.10 Exp.8 Exp.9 4th group Exp.i8 Exp.21 Exp3 

30 2nd group EXp.? ExpA Exp.6 5th group Exp.i2 Exp.20 Exp.17 

45 3rd group Exp.i1 Exp.13 Exp.14 6th group Exp.16 Exp.19 Exp.15 

It must be noted that besides the experiments 
presented in Table Aextra experiments have been 
carried out for clarification concerning the evolu
tion of certain structures at specific stages of de
formation. The parameters of these extra experi· 
ments are given below. 

Exp.5: a=3()Q. d=1cm. %b.s.= 10 
EXP.5a: a=30Q

• d=1cm. %b.s.=5.2 

The description of the structures that occur 
during deformation of the models, separately for 
each group, will be presented below. 

3.2 Description of the structures that occur 
during deformation of the models. 

Experiments with d= 1em 
1<1 Group: 
The first group of experiments took place when 

arigid ramp of a= 150 and thickness of sand layer 

Table 1 

EXP.i:a=45Q,d=1.9cm, %b.s=67.45 
Exp.2: a=30Q, d=1.9cm %b.s.=52.6 

d= 1cm was used. 

The following table r contains: 
a)	 The appearance of fore- kinks and back-kinks 

at the surface of the sand pack as well as their 
approximate distance, in cm, from the rear 
wall that compresses the model. 

b) The percentage of bulk shortening, when we 
observed each formation. 

c) The number of fore- kinks and back-kinks. 

Experiment Fore-Kinks 
No 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

em %b.s. em %b.s. em %b.s. em %b.s. em %b.s. 
10 3.5 3.1 3.6 14.7 
8 3.8 4.2 4 14.7 7.8 25.26 
9 3.8 4.2 3.8 14.7 11.5* 26.3 

Back-kinks 
10 0.4 3.1 - -
8 0.7 4.2 - - 3.8 25.26 3.2 40 
9 0.5 4.2 - - 5.7 26.23 4.1 42.1 3.5 -60 

* the fore-shear appears on the rigid ramp. 
- : back-kink that did not appear at the surface. 
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At 4%b.s., the first box-fold, a 
simultaneous appearance of akink 
and back-kink, occurred close to 
the moving wall forming an accre
tionary thrust wedge. It is noticed 
that the point of the box fold gen
eration is not at the contact between 
the basal plate and the moving ver
tical wall but at adistance of - 2 
cm in front (fig. 2). 

Akink parallel to the first one 
was created at 14.7 %b.s, ac
companied by a conjugate back
kink both being created at the 
same point where the first box
fold appeared. This can be illus
trated in the cross-section of 20% 
b.s. (fig. 3a,b). 

When the amount of deforma
tion reached the -25 %b.s., anew 
box-fold occurred close to the toe of 
the rigid ramp. While the deforma
tion of the system is concentrated 
at the new box-fold the former struc
tures are passively carried towards 
the new created box-fold The area 
between the two box-folds has the 
characteristics of acompressional 
basin. 

As deformation continues, two 
more back-kinks were created one 
at 40% and the other at 60%b.s. 
which were formed in front of the 

Fig.3b 
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Fig.4a 
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Table 2
 
Experiment For e • Kin k s. 
No 

1't 20Q 3'Q 4th 5th 6th 7th 
em Yob.s. em Yob.s em %b.s em Yob.s em %b.s em %b.s em %b.s 

5 3,2 4,2 

7 3,4 3,2 3,8 14,7 
4 3,7 4,2 4 16 8,8* 31,6 1 
6 3,8 4,2 4 15,7e 9,1' 26,3 I 

B a c k -k ink s 
l"t 2°<1 3'd 4ltl 5th 6th 7th 

em Yob.s em Yob.s em %b.s em !Iob.s em %b.s em %b.s em %b.s 
513 0,3 4,2 I I I 
7 0,4 3,2 - -
4 0,4 4,21 -- 5,5 31,6 4,9 35,8 4,4 40 
6 0,6 4,2 - - 5,2 26,3 5 34,1 4,4 36,8 3,9 41,05 3,2 54,7 

" : movement along the ramp 
: back-kink that did not appear at the surtace. 
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toe of the rigid ramp. The generation point of these 
back-kinks coincides with the point of creation of 
the second box-fold. At this stage of deformation 
what can be observed is that from the toe of the 
rigid ramp to the top of the ramp the sand pack 
does not glide along the contact but it builds its 
own ramp (fig4a,b). This structure is similar to the 
so-called 'effective indenter' discussed by 
Persson and Sokoutis (2001) and more detailed in 
Persson (2001). These two back-kinks are pas
sively carried away from the toe of the rigid ramp 
along and above the spontaneous fore-shear which 
represents the upper part of the 'effective indenter' 
towards the upper flat area of the rigid ramp. 

2nd Group: 
Experiments with ramp angle a=:: 30° and sand 

thickness d =:: 1cm 
The first box-fold appeared after -4%b.s., as 

in group 1. 
The second box-fold appeared approximately 

at the same distance from the rear wall, as the 2nd 

box-fold of the 1sl group, but alittle bit later at -16% 
b.s instead of - 15% b.s .. 

At -30%b.s, the creation of anew box fold has 
been observed and at the same time the sand 
pack slipped over the rigid ramp which was used 
as a decollement surface moving forward to the 
upper flat. Aconjugate back-kink was created on 
the toe of the rigid ramp .. From that moment, the 

Table 3 

Fig.5 

first box-fold stopped being active. 
Three more back kinks were formed, at -35%, 

-40% and at -55% b.s. respectively. All of them 
were formed at the toe of the rigid ramp and then 
transferred passively along the ramp. At 60% b.s 
the cross-section clearly illustrates that the fist 
kink evolved to athrust (fig. 5). 

Foreland dipping normal faults started to ap
pear at -55%b.s. while with increasing bulk short
ening, foreland-directed extensional collapse of the 
sand wedge above the upper flat of the rigid ramp 
became more developed. However, these normal 
faults for this %bs remain as superficial features 
and they are due to gravity sliding 

3rrJ Group: 
Experiments with a= 45° and d =1 cm 

Experiment No Fore-Kinks 
1st 2nd 3 rd 4th 5th 

em %b.s em %b.s. em %b.s em %b.s. em %b.s. 
11 
13 
14 

3,4 
3,5 
3,4 

2,1 
2,6 
3,1 

3,5 
3,7 
3,7 

14,7 
13,7 
13,16 

4,1 
3,9 

24,7 
23,16 

6,8 
7,4 

34,7 
33,6 

B a e k- kin k S 

11 
13 
14 

0,3 
0,5 
0,5 

2,1 
2,6 
3,1 - --

3,3 
4,1 

34,7 
33,6 -2,8 i 54,2 -2,5 54,2 

- : created but did not appear at the surface. 
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Fig.6 

Fig.7 

The first box-fold appeared near to the rear 
wall at approximately, 3%b.s., and by -1% b.s. 
earlier than at the previous groups. 

The second box-fold appeared after 13.5% of 
bulk shortening which is the same %bs. as in the 
Table 4 

previous groups. At -24%b.s. the formation of a 
kink took place, in front of the other two (fig. 6). 

The third box-fold appeared when the amount 
of bulk shortening reached the-34%. 

From this point, the sand wedge climbed on 

Experiment No Fore-Kinks 
1st 2nd 3rd 

em %b.s. em %b.s. em %b.s. 
18 
21 
3 

6,1 
6,1 
6,2 

2,2 
2,2 
3,2 

7,6 
6,7 

25,26 
22,1 13,3* 37,9 

Back-Kinks 
18 
21 
3 

0,4 
0,5 
0,5 

2,2 
2,2 
3,2 

-

-
-

, -

-
- 2,46 49,5 

* : 10re- kink appearance on the ramp. 
-: created but not appeared on the surface. 
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Fig.8a Fig.8b 

the upper flat using as ramp the thrust located 
closer to the rigid ramp. So, this evolution gave 
birth to a new central sand wedge This new for
mation is composed of a) the 4th fore-kink which 
evolved to a thrust situated at the top of the struc
ture that presents the characteristics of an 'effec
tive indenter' and b) the first and second back
kinks, which were nearly joined forming a back
ward veregence shear zone 'semi-conjugate' to 
the thrust mentioned before (fig. 7). 

During the movement of the sand pack towards 
the upper flat, two more back-kinks created at the 
toe of the new ramp, and they appeared on the 
surface approximately at the same time ('54%b.s.). 

Experiments with d- 1,9cm 

4lh Group: 
Models with a := 15° and d =1.9cm 

Table 5 

',,", 
- '"'-i

r ..5 '>.'~ :.J,.!} l'~ h.,

-u''];- -1 
" . 

In this case, the first box-fold appeared earlier 
than at the previous groups (2,2%b.s.). The dis
tance between the fore-kink, when it was created, 
and the rear wall was greater than in the groups of 
d=1 cm (i.e. 6.1 cm while at the previous groups it 
was -3Acm). When the deformation is close to 
20% b.s. the former fore-kink develops to a fore
thrust(fig. Ba). 

The second fore-kink appeared at 22-25%b.s. 
The third kink emerged when the compres

sion reached 37.9% of b.s The slip plain was the 
dipping ramp 

The first back-kink created at the toe of the 
rigid ramp, appeared on the surface after 45.9%b.s. 
As it can be observed in the cross-section of expo 
3, a second back-kink occurred at the toe of the 
rigid ramp but it didn't reach the surface(fig. Bb). 

Experiment No For e -K j n k S 

1st 2nd 3'd 4th 

em "Iob.s. em %b.s em 'Iob.s em "Iob.s 
12 6,6 4,2 
20 6,6 4,2 10,6" 27,4 
17 6,8 4,2 10,5" 30 
2 6.87 3,1 7.1 23.16 10" 38.9 I 

B a c k -Kinks I 
1st 2nd 3,d 4th 

em 'Iob.s em 'Iob.s em %b.s em 'Iob.s 
12 0,5 4,2 I 
20 0,5 4,2 - -- 6 27,4 
17 0,7 4,2 -- - 3,7 40*· 2,2 40.... 
2 0.3 I 3.1 - -- 1 48 484 

* . on the ramp 
** : Si~ultaneous appearance of the 4th 

, at the right side and the 3ed at the left side taking as aplane of reference 
the moving wall. The 4th back-kink appeared at the surface and evolved in anormal way while the 3rd did not evolve 
further even when the deformation reached the 60%b,s. 
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. , 
~ ....,., 

Fig.9 

fll'Group: 
Experiments with a= 30· and d=1 ,9 em. 
The 1sl box-fold occurred at 4,2% of bulk short

ening. 
The cross-section of expo 12, at 20% b.s., dem

onstrates that the creation of the first box fold is 
immediately followed by asecond back-kink cre
ated at the toe of the thrust which corresponds to 
the former fore-kink. 

After -30%b.s, anew box-fold appeared, hav
ing as spot of generation the toe of the rigid ramp. 
The slip plane of the surface was the rigid ramp. 

Table 6 

Fig.10 

The accommodation of the back-kinks is some
how more complicated because it presents adif
ferent behavior L, each experiment. In experiment 
no 2it appears at the surface without intersecting 
the first thrust(fig. 9). 

In experiment no 17 was observed that at 
40%b.s. two back-kinks appeared. They occurred 
at the same time and at the same distance from 
the moving wall; the 3ro at the left and the 4lh at the 
right side of the model taking as reference the 
moving wall. The 4th , grew some minutes after and 
became obvious while the 3rd remained as it was 

Experiment No Fore-Kinks 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

em %b.s em %b.s em %b.s em %b.s 
16 6,1 2,2 
19 6,2 4,2 6/\ 23,2 8,9~ 35,79 
15 6,3 2,1 8,1' 33,7 
1 6 2.1 7.6 28 - ~ -50 

B a e k-Kink s 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

em %b.s em %b.s em %b.s em %b.s 
16 - -
19 0,6 4,2 - - 2.2/\~ 40 
15+ 0.4 2,1 - - 3.4 36.8 
1 0 2.1 - - - - - -

1\ : A2"d fore-kink appeared at the left side (reference -the moving wall), not fully grown. Possible boundary 
effect. 
1\* : This back kink is atypical one, created at the toe of the rigid ramp, but superficially it appeared only at the 
middle of the mode, near to the rear wall 
+ : graVity collapse on the rigid ramp 6cm at 60%b.s. 
* : fore-kink created on the ramp 
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4. Discussion 
4.1 The first structure, 

4. 
the box-fold. 

..,. 

'" '" ,.".
~': """'". 

Fig.11 

from the beginning, even after 60%b.s (fig. 10). 
In experiment no 2 the first back-kink created 

on the rigid ramp, intersected both the 1sl and the 
2nd kink and appeared at the surface 1,48 cm from 
the moving wall. 

6lh Group: 
Experiments with a= 45° and d= 1,gcm 
The first box fold appeared at -2.2%b.s. Asec

ond back-kink created behind the 1sl but it didn't 
appear on the surface. 

The majority of this group of experiments used 
the ramp for creating the 2nd fore-kink at -35%b.s .. 

At -4D%b.s. the main back-kink created on 
the toe of the rigid ramp and appeared at the sur
face intersecting the previously formed fore-ki nks. 

Foreland dipping normal faults started to ap
pear at -500/0b.s., and by increasing bulk short
ening, foreland-directed extensional collapse of 
the sand wedge above the upper flat of the rigid 
ramp became more obvious (fig. 11).ln this par
ticular case the collapse was not relevant to re
activation of back-kink as normal faults. It took 
place at the upper plane, as it was also observed 
in the experiment no 6. 

Beside the above mentioned structures anum
ber of minor structures were also observed which 
are noted at table.6. 

.:o::~~ .. ,' '': All experiments devel-:;, ,J~ 

oped as first structure a 
box fold, independent of 
thickness. 

However, in general 
.~_ ..... 

the models in where 
d= 1cm, the first box fold 

, ..-..4C:, appeared close to the rear 
wall at -4.2%b.s., while in 
models with d=1.9cm the 
corresponding box-fold 
appears earlier at -2.1 % 
b.s. Here we face two ques

tions. The first is why a box fold has been pre
ferred. This can be explained due to low friction 
detachments, the base of the deformation appara
tus in this case, which requires wider spacing of 
structures. The second is why the thicker the pile 
the faster the appearance. To answer this we have 
to take into account the gravity and lateral forces 
as well as the shear resistance at the base of the 
pile. The shear resistance must be overcame by 
the lateral force in order to induce decollement 
which will provide the surface of movement. This 
ratio between gravity force/lateral force,K , is known 
as the Smoluchowski number (K= F/Fp)' 

Increasing the gravitational force the frictional 
force is additionally increased. 

The higher the gravitational force is the more 
difticult becomes for the lateral force to move the 
whole system, so the system creates thrusts in 
order to move in smaller parts. In this particular 
case it was observed that models with greater 
thickness, d, present earlier the first box fold struc
ture and this is logical because by increasing the 
d, the F

g 
increases and so the frictional force aug

ments forcing the system to create thrusts earlier. 

4.2 Second box-fold 
After the creation ofthe first box fold, in the mod

els with d=1em, asecond box-fold occurs below the 
first one giving rise to the sand wedge. The second 
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box fold has the fore-kink well developed while the 
back-kink is poorly developed. This can be easily 
explained by taking into account the moving rigid 
wall, which does not allow it to expand properly(fig. 
3b). 

In contrast in models with d= 1.9cmthe creation 
of the first box-fold is never accompanied by the 
creation of asecond one at the same place. Instead 
of that. it is observed in all cases, the appearance of 
asecond back- kink at the same place where the first 
back kink was created. This phenomenon is due to 
the thickness of the sand Le. additional weight and 
therefore higher F

g
. The syst~m prefe,s to use the 

first fore kink which developed to a thrust as a 
decollement surface at the base of which the back
kinks were created. These back-kinks travel passively 
along the thrust surface an arrangement that needs 
less energy to accommodate the deformation since 
it has to move asmaller mass(fig. Ba). 

4.3 Appearance of the 1$1 box-fold on the sur
face andits distance from the rear wall 

The first fore-kink in models with d=1.9 cm 
rises on the surface in an approximately double 
distance from the rear wall, in comparison to the 
first fore-kink of the models with d= 1cm. The in
ternal friction angle of the sand is -30°. 

Assume that at the point Pis the rear wall, 
Where: 
x: is the horizontal distance between the mov

ing wall and the superficial appearance of the back-

y 

kink. 
y : is the horizontal distance between the mov

ing wall and the superficial appearance of the fore
kink. 

A: point of appearance on the surface of the 
1'1 back-kink created when d=1.9cm. 

B: point of superficial appearance of the 
fore-kink 

HB : fore-kink 
HA: back-kink 
PK : theoretical plain, 1cm above the lower flat 

DG 
E, K:points where the back-kink and the fore-

kink respectively intersectthe theoretical plain PK. 
Following the geometrical relationships: 
OE ::: EH cos300 (1) 
EH + EA = AH (2) 
EA / EH = IA /10 (3) 
AH = AU / cos 30° (4) 
AU = (y - x) / 2(5) 
Applying in equation 4 equation 5, the rela

tionship becomes 
AH = (y - x) / 2cos 30° (6) 
It is known that: 
IA/IO =0.9cm/1cm =>EA/EH=0.9/ 

=>EA = 0.9EH 
EH + 0.9EH =(y-x)/2cos300 => 1.9EH = 

(y - x) / 2cos 30° = > 
EH = (y - x) / 3.8 cos 30°(7) 
Since: OE = EH cos 30° => OE=(y-x)/3.8 
PE::: PO-OE => PE = ((y-x)/2)-((y-x) 
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/2d) => 
PE=(d-1)(y-x)/2d (8) and 
PZ = PO + OZ = PO + OE => PZ = ((x-y) 

/ 2) +((y - x) / 2d) = > 
PZ = (d +1)(y -x) / 2d (9) 
Where, d =AD = 1.9 cm 
If the aforementioned general model is cut 

horizontally at the plain PK (where the sand has 
d=1 cm), the new superficial appearance of the 
fore-kink will be at point Z whereas the appear
ance of the back-kink will be at the point E. 

According to equations (8) and (9) the dis
tance between the point Eand the rear wall as well 
as between the point Zand the rear wall is respec
tively: 

PE = 0,2368(y-x) and PZ = 0,763(y-x) 

AD X PZ/Fore-Kinksl em PE(Baek-Kinks) em EZ=PZ-PEY 
1,9 04 6,1 3,00435 1,35 
1,9 6,105 4,27 133 2,95 

6,21.9 05 4,35 135 300 
1 9 8,60,5 4,66 144 3,21 
1,9 0,5 66 4,66 1,44 3,21 
1,9 0,7 6,8 4,66 1,44 3,21 
1,9 6,1 4,66 1,44  3,21 
1,9 °0,6 6,2 4,27 133 2,95 
19 6304 4,50 140 311 

Average: 3,09
••__.,___.w •·•__·,·c.· .. ,··.···· 

The question to be addressed is: 
If acompressed model which would have the 

same characteristics with the one mentioned 
above, but it would differ at the point that the latter 

Experimental 

PZ' (Fore-k inks) PE'(Back-Kinksl EZ'=PZ'·PE' 
3,5 0,4 310 
3,8 0,7 3,10 
3,8 0,5 3,30 
3,4 04 300 
3,4 04 300 
3,8 06 3,20 
3,4 0,3 3,10 
3,5 05 300 
3,4 05 2,90 

Avera9t! : 3,08 

model would have d= fcm, would it be possible 
the 1>1 fore and back-kink of the latter model to 
appear at points Zand Erespectivelv ? 

From the experimental results extracted from the 
, 51l1experimel~ts ofthe 41l1 

, and 6111 group (d = 1.9cm), 
atable is constructed by using equations (9) and (8) 

Experimental 

AlA EZ"'PZ·PE EZ'''PZ'·PE' Deviation 
1 3.00 3,10 -0,100 
2 2.95 3,10 -0,153 
3 3,00 3,30 -0,300 
4 3,21 3.00 0,211 
5 3,21 3,00 0,211 
6 3,21 3,20 0,011 
7 3,21 3,10 0,111 
8 2,95 3,00 -0,053 
9 3,11 2,90 0,205 

Averaae: 3,09 3,08 0,016 

which presents the 
distance of points E 
and Zfrom the rear 
wall. This method is 
used in order to in
vestigate whether 
the first box-fold at 
models with d= 1cm 
is created at the 
same distance from 
the rear wall with the 

one created at models of d=1.9. 
It is assumed that the first box-fold of models 

with d=1cm and d=1.9cm occurs at the same dis
tance from the rear wall. Using equations (8) and (9), 

applied on the experimental resu~s ex
tracted from the experiments of the 4111 

, 

51t1 
, and 6ItI group (d = 1.9cm), atable is 

created showing the distance that the 
superficial appearance of the first fore 
and back-kink of amodel with d=1cm 
should have from the rear wall, if our 
assu mption is correct 

Table showing the position of 
kinks and back-kinks based in the 
above assumption: 
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Fig.12 

Table summarizing the distance of the first 
fore-kinks (PZ') and back-kinks (PE') created at 

, 2ndthe experiments of the 1st , and 3rd group where 
d= 1cm: 

The comparison of these two tables leads to 
the conclusion that the previous assumption was 
incorrect, i.e. the fist box-fold created at models 
with d= 1cm and d= 1.9cm do not occur at the 
same distance from the rear wall. The first box fold 
is created regardless to the sand thickness: 

From all the above we conclude that the forma
tion of the first box-fold (which was regardless to 
the thickness of the sand's layer), was realized in 
a specific distance from the rear wall so that the 
distance between the superficial appearance of 
the back-kink would be - 0.5cm. 

4.4 The appearance of the effective ramp. 
In the experime nts with a= 15° and d=1cm, 

after -25 %b.s., abox-fold was created near to the 

ramp. As deformation continued, the sand which 
was from the beginning at the front of the rigid 
ramp, did not move (only an upturn of the layering 
occurred), so that the system built up asand ramp, 
creating afold structure. This new sand ramp will 
be called 'effective ramp' Asimilar structure was 
observed by Bonini et al. 1999 but in their work the 
rigid ramp was acting as indenter. As compres
sion continued, several back-kinks were created 
at the toe of the rigid ramp in approximately equal 
time intervals(fig. 12). 

This effective ramp didn't appear at the models 
where a= 30° and d = 1cm. In this case the sand 
pack used the rigid ramp in order to move the upper 
plain. The reason for this can be explained by taking 
into account the angle of internal friction of the sand, 
which is approximately 30° (fig. 5). 

At models where a = 45° and d=1cm an ef
fective ramp was also created without causing 
folding to the layering of the specific part of the 

Back-kinks 
~ 

i 

1 em 
compression (% b.s) 20" 40" 40# 60" 60# 

dip (de!:1ree:-t 15 
30 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
3 

2 
2 

4 
6 

- 45 

compression (% b.s) 

2 

20" 

2 

40" 

1 
1,gem 
40# 

2 

60" 

4 

60# 
dip (degrees) 

,., . 
15 
30 
45 

2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 

1 
1 
1 

2 
4 

3 

1 

I 3 
2 

* :created close to the moving wall 
# : created on the toe of the rigid or on the toe of the effective ramp 
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sand pack (fig. 4b). 
In contrast to that, none of the experiments 

where d = 1.9 cm presented an effective ramp 
even when the bulk shortening reached the 60% 
(figs. 8, 10, 11b,c). 

4.5 Number ofback-kinks. 
In models with d = 1cm, the number of back

kinks created nearto the moving wall which appeared 
in every model before 20%b.s., remains stable even 
after 60% ofb.s. As the amountofthe bulk shortening 
augments, atthe toe of the rigid orthe effective ramp 
new back-kinks occurred. The model where a= 30° 
presents more back -kinks (6 back-kinks) created on 
the toe of the rigid ramp during the movement than 
the models with a = 15° (4 back-kinks) and those 
with a= 45° (4 back-kinks). 

On the other hand, the models where d= 1.9 
cm tended to present less back-kinks than the 
models with d = 1cm. The back-kinks created at 
the toe of the rigid ramp were formed after -40%b.s 
in the models where a = 30° or a= 45° and d= 1.9 
cm, and -50%b.s. in the models where a = 15° 
and d=1.9cm. 

Contrary to the models with d = 1cm, the 
number of the back-kinks created nearto the mov
ing wall was increased during the process of com
pression 

Models with d = 1.9 cm and a = 30° had the 
tendency to present more back-kinks than the 
models with a = 15° or a = 45°, something which 

was also observed at the corresponding models 
with d = 1cm. The following table summarizes the 
above mentioned results: 

4.6 Number of fore-kinks. 
In models where d = 1cm, until 20%b.s. 2 

thrusts appeared near to the moving wall, as men
tioned previously, with their conjugate back
kinks. 

At -25%b.s. a3rd fore-kink occurred close to 
the rigid ramp. In models with a= 30° this kink 
used the rigid ramp as sliding plain. Only in mod
els with a= 45° a fore-kink kink which has the 
same area of generation with the first two ap
peared at 24%b.s. and then at -35%b.s. it was 
observed the creation of a 4th fore-kink near to 
the rigid ramp which caused the formation of the 
effective ramp. 

In models where d = 1.9 cm, close to the 
moving wall only one fore-kink occurred at 
-4.2%b.s, while the second fore-kink appeared 
on the rigid ramp at -26%b.s. When a= 15°, be
fore the appearance of the fore-kink on the rigid 
ramp (-38%b.s.) afore-kink occurred near to the 
first one. Actually, this was the only model where 
despite the fact that d = 1.9 cm two box-folds 
were created at the same place near to the mov
ing wall, aphenomenon that characterizes all the 
models with d= 1cm. The table below summa
rizes the above mentioned results: 

Fore-kinks 

1 em 
compression (% b.s) 20* 40* 40# 60* 60# 

dip.(~egr~s) 15 2 2 1 2 1 
30 2 2 1 2 1 
45 2 3 1 3 1 

1,9cm 
20* 40* 40# 60* 60# 

dip (dewees) 15 1 1 2 2 1 

- _.~._.~... -.-," .... .. 
30 1 1 1 1 1 
45 1 1 1 1 1 

* :created close to the moving wall 
# : created on the toe of the rigid or on the toe of the effective ramp 
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5. Conclusions 

1.	 In this experimental set up the formation of 
the1 st box-fold close to the moving wall was 
regardless to the thickness of the sand pile. 
The aforementioned box-fold was created in a 
specific distance from the rear wall, which de
pends on the thickness of the sand pile. 

2.	 When d = 1cm and the angle of the rigid 
ramp was a= 15° or a=45°an effective ramp 
was created to accommodate the deforma
tion. In experiments where a=300 and 
d= 1cm the model used as thrust plain the 
surface of the rigid ramp. When d=1.9cm, 
the formation of an effective ramp was not 
possible. 
This experimental work indicates that the thick
ness of the sand pack is a negative factor for 
the creation of an effective ramp. 

3.	 Models with thinner initial sand layering 
present more back-kinks on the rigid or on the 
effective ramp while those with thicker initial 
sand layering present more back-kinks near 
to the moving wall. 

4.	 Models with a=300 present more back-kinks 
on the rigid ramp than the other experiments 
with the same thickness, d, but different rigid 
ramp angle, a. 
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